adhere to the standards of the profession. Unlike physicians and surgeons, whose expertise was judged by other physicians and surgeons, being licensed as a midwife required sworn testimonials of six women, most of whom would have been clients. These testimonials give new insight into the client-midwife relationship, revealing, among other things, the high rate of 'repeat business,' midwives who attended multiple births for the same client. Evenden's analysis of midwifery training also forcefully argues contra Percival Willughby and others how rigorous a preparation a licensed midwife had, typically serving as a deputy or attendant midwife for a number of years before she was licensed. Evenden's analysis of wills and tax records gives a fascinating glimpse into the economic dimension of midwifery, and it is apparent from the monetary and material legacies they left that some midwives were handsomely remunerated.
Revisionary though the book is, the wealth of archival material that Evenden presents sometimes overburdens the analysis. One chapter, 'Midwives of Twelve London Parishes,' is essentially a list of the information she has compiled for each parish. Valuable though this raw material will be for other scholars, some interpretive framework would give it greater impact. Evenden spends little time on midwifery's engagement with anatomy and medicine, either with respect to training or in relation to medical questions and procedures (although she does treat podalic version and forceps briefly). Given her highly suggestive epilogue, which surveys London lying-in hospitals and gestures towards the institutional subsuming of midwifery, it would be useful to have her discuss the internal social and medical ideas that preceded this shift. These quibbles aside, this is an exemplary study both for the precision of the historical detail Evenden provides and for the ground-breaking representation of early modern midwifery's social history she offers. (ELIZABETH D. HARVEY) Raymond Stephanson's choice of main title The Yard of Wit for his study of 'Male Creativity and Sexuality 1650-1750' inspires confidence. 'Yard' was an old-fashioned word for the penis still current during the eighteenth century, and 'wit' connoted more than it does today, namely 'mother wit' or native intelligence, its intellectual exercise, and the witty use of language used therein. In short, that succinct title encapsulates the creative analogies that Stephanson canvasses for male writers of the period: head/groin, quill/penis, and ink/sperm. By no means does the author ignore female writers or normal childbirth, but he is determined to see how books penned by men could be seen as offspring birthed by same-sex reproduction or autogenesis. Stephanson does, however, wish to withdraw from modern feminist controversies back into the cut and thrust of psycho-physiological debates during the eighteenth century. The ahistorical phallus of Freudian or Lacanian theory, he duly demonstrates, does not prove very useful when we are dealing with the empirical specifics of a slenderly endowed Alexander Pope ('Alexander the Little') as so viciously lampooned at the time.
Stephanson devotes a well-sustained chapter to the paradox of the period's greatest poetic talent being hung on a pego so diminutive.
Stephanson's range of reading and allusion is impressive. The author takes us back to mythological birthing tropes (Zeus/Athena, and thence to Apollo and the Nine Muses), to the Priapeia (Latin poems that force 'a simple choice between the chaste mythology of poetic reproduction and the rude power of the visible phallus'), to Horace, Ovid, Petronius, Martial, Montaigne, and to French and English legal proceedings that involved a husband's purported impotence. Stephanson is at his least interesting when he takes us through 'figurative linkages' in the marketplace or the 'dynamic [sic] of homoerotic inclusion.' Academic-speak threatens to take over and, on occasion, his fluent prose veers towards the repetitive. A severe reviewer might see The Yard of Wit as no more than a one-trick donkey laden down with gee-whiz specimens. But Stephanson has a sharp eye for shape-shifting in the head/groin analogy. Masturbating, figuratively, with a chaste Muse might be hugely creative; but onanism in words might be symptomatic of social dysfunction. A homosocial reading group like that which Pope enjoyed with such older friends as Wycherley, Caryll, and Cromwell could provide essential literary foreplay prior to releasing a poem to the reading public. Certainly Stephanson will send us back to bland treatises on poetics one had not, heretofore, thought of scrutinizing Edward Young's Conjectures on Original Composition (1759) for smutty subtexts with a reinvigorated grasp for icons of male creativity. There are, furthermore, many insights into, say, anal birthing and boghouse walls near Grub Street and into the wielding as well as the symbolism of dildos. This is a compelling and eye-opening book, both for its bold thesis and for the coruscating light it sheds upon the workaday world of writing as well as upon major works ranging from Rochester's unbuttoned satires and lyrics to Tristram Shandy and to Pope's less familiar but disconcertingly phallic poems. (HUGH ORMSBY-LENNON '[T]he essential subject here,' John Weaver writes, is 'the formation of property rights in new-world situations' at the frontier, 'where the colonizer's regime of property rights had not been firmly installed, but where newcomers were already marking out places in anticipation of that condition.' As his title suggests, he sees in the process nothing less than 'the modern world rising.' The case is made in a sophisticated, wide-ranging argument incorporating theoretical perspectives from law, political economy, philosophy, and intellectual history. Of particular importance, the 'powerful cultural ideal of improvement' legitimized European 'ideas about entitlements' in taking land from indigenous peoples and claiming it as property. Weaver contends also that the land rush prefigures new forms of property, such as intellectual property, and modern ideas about development that are just as likely as the land rush to have unfortunate consequences for people in the less developed parts of the world. He seeks not only to understand the process whole but to bring to it a historian's attention to the diversity of individual cases, the latter informed by an extraordinary range of the relevant secondary literature and a representative range of the potentially limitless primary sources.
The new worlds here are the British settlement colonies in North America, the United States after independence, Australia, New Zealand, and southern Africa. Comparison is also made with other European empires and with Argentina. The initial establishment of claims to land came from squatting or by acquisition either directly from an issuer or from someone with such a claim. Scrip, warrants, leases, licences, and promises of these were issued under quite different regulations, as policy evolved, and by other authorities than the current government, such as Natives who claimed a right to lease or sell, and prior regimes. Law, by which claims eventually were resolved, is seen as a kind of technology, alongside others that facilitated the conversion of land both to European uses and to a readily transferable component in a market economy.
